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ABSTRACT
Due to an abundance of available events, selecting the most
interesting events and deciding who to invite to attend these
events becomes increasingly difficult. This paper describes
the Outlife recommender, which assists in finding the ideal
event by providing recommendations based on the user’s
personal preferences. For each event recommendation, the
Outlife recommender suggests a group of friends to invite to
the event. Conversely, the user can select a group of friends
and receive group recommendations based on the preferences
of all group members. Compared to traditional group recom-
menders, which assume the group composition is available as
input, the Outlife recommender automatically composes the
user’s groups of best friends based on interaction behavior.
A user evaluation showed that the composition of groups
of friends is accurate and that the offered recommendations
match the user’s preferences.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Information
Filtering; H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presenta-
tion]: Group and Organization Interfaces

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
group recommendation, event, social recommendation, clus-
tering users

1. INTRODUCTION
Research in the domain of recommender systems mainly

focuses on solutions for online shops or video-on-demand ser-
vices. Still, the application area of (cultural) events is less
exploited and the specific characteristics of events (such as
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the limited availability in time and space) do not always al-
low to use traditional, general-purpose solutions. The time-
specific restrictions of events can be handled by using a
hybrid recommendation technique [1], combining content-
based and collaborating filtering approaches. Moreover, an
online user-centric evaluation revealed that for an event rec-
ommender, a hybrid approach provides the best results in
terms of accuracy, novelty, usefulness, and satisfaction [2].
Another study showed that for events that have not taken
place and for which no direct feedback exists, recommen-
dations can be generated based on individuals’ preferences
for past events, combined collaboratively with other peoples’
likes and dislikes [6].
To compensate for the lack of feedback for future events,

the user’s social network can be used as an additional knowl-
edge source. In the context of academic events (conferences,
workshops, international symposiums, etc.), social network
analysis and recommender systems were combined to assist
the user in finding papers, books and experts [4].
Attending a cultural event is typically a social and joint

activity: people often go to museums, movie theaters, work-
shops, concerts, and fairs together with friends or family.
As a result, group recommendations considering the prefer-
ences of all people that plan to attend the event, are more
suitable than the traditional single-user recommendations.
Most group recommender systems assume that the groups
are composed in advance and are available as input for the
recommender [3, 5]. However, the group composition can
be dynamic and change according to the availability of the
group members, their interests in the event, their current
location, etc.
So in case of dynamic groups, a new challenge for group

recommenders is the automatic composition of the groups.
This paper describes how groups of users can automatically
be composed and offered to the user along with the recom-
mended items as output of the recommender system. More
specifically, this paper presents the Outlife recommender
system, which focuses on two scenarios:

1. Generating event recommendations based on the indi-
vidual preferences of the user, together with a selection
of the user’s Facebook friends who would be happy to
join the user at the recommended event.

2. Composing groups consisting of the user’s best Face-
book friends who belong together; and recommending
events for each of these groups according to the pref-
erences of all group members.



2. RECOMMENDING GROUPS

2.1 Clustering Friends
In order to suggest a group of friends to attend an event

together with the user of the system, the user’s Facebook
friends are clustered based on their social network. Be-
cause the number of groups, or in other words the number of
clusters, is not known in advance, a hierarchical clustering
technique is used. More specifically, groups of friends are
composed by using agglomerative hierarchical clustering, a
bottom-up approach that starts with each friend as an indi-
vidual cluster and iteratively merges the pair of clusters that
are the closest to each other. Given the limited number of
friends of a typical Facebook user (on average 190 Facebook
friends [9]), the bottom-up approach is more efficient than
the alternative top-down approach.

Clustering techniques are based on a distance metric, a
measure of the distance between pairs of observations. In
agglomerative hierarchical clustering, this distance metric is
used to decide which two clusters have to be merged into
a new cluster. To cluster the user’s Facebook friends, a
distance metric based on mutual friends is employed. (Face-
book allows to query the mutual friends of a user and a
friend of that user.)

da,b = |(Membersa ∪ Mutualyou,a) ∩ (Membersb ∪ Mutualyou,b)|
(1)

Mutualc,d = Friendsc ∩ Friendsd (2)

The reasoning of this distance metric is as follows. If a
friend of you has a lot of friends in common with another
friend of you, then these two friends probably belong to the
same group of friends. Indeed, people who spend a lot of
time together probably meet the same people. In contrast,
if two friends have no friends in common, then these two
friends will probably belong to a different group.

The merging of clusters that are the closest to each other
is stopped as soon as the distance metric reaches a certain
threshold. Experiments indicated that the optimal threshold
value is da,b = 0, or in other words, the merging of clusters
is stopped if the clusters have no member or mutual friend
in common.

2.2 Selecting Best Friends
The groups of friends that are composed by the clustering

algorithm can be quite large (up to 100 members). Since
people generally attend an event in smaller groups (typically
with less than 10 friends), only the user’s best friends are
selected for joining the event. Therefore, the members of a
cluster are ranked according to their friend score, and the
user receives a recommendation to attend the event with
ten friends (of a single cluster) who achieved the highest
ranking.

The friend score is calculated based on indicators of social
interactivity on Facebook, more specifically, likes and tags
on photos, posts, and check-ins. A friend can like a photo,
post, or check-in thereby showing appreciation for the Face-
book item. A like may indicate some interest of the user for
the photo, post, or check-in of the friend but provides no
evidence for a connection between the user and that friend
in the real life.

A Facebook tag is a reference to a particular person in
a Facebook item. It establishes a direct link between the

Table 1: Weights of the likes and tags on photos,
posts, and check-ins

Like Tag
Check-in 1 50
Post 1 25
Photo 1 15

tagged friend and the item (and as a result also the user
who published the item). Therefore, tags can be consid-
ered as more profound interaction between users than likes.
Tags on different types of items also have a different con-
notation regarding the interaction of two users. Tagging a
friend on a check-in signifies the joint presence of the user
and the friend at the location of the check-in, thereby indi-
cating that these two persons hang out with each other. As
a result, a tag of a friend on a check-in is a strong indication
that this friend might join the user for future events too. A
tag in a post, i.e., an explicit reference to a friend in the
user’s status update, expresses a link between the two peo-
ple but does not mean that these two persons attend events
together. A tag of a friend in a photo can indicate that the
user spends time with this friend. Unfortunately, tags in
photos introduce some uncertainty, since two persons who
have no link to each other are sometimes tagged in the same
photo on Facebook. Moreover, in case of a photo in which
a lot of people are tagged, the importance of the link be-
tween two persons in the picture decreases. Based on these
assumptions and the relative frequency of the various inter-
actions, the weights of the interactions, which reflect their
importance, are determined and listed in Table 1.
Based on these weights, the Friend Contribution FC is

determined for each friend a and each Facebook item i.

FCa,i,j = log(
1

timei + 1
) · weighti,j

{
i ∈ check-ins ∪ posts

j ∈ likes ∪ tags
(3)

Here, timei stands for the age (expressed in weeks) of the
Facebook item. Since friendships can dilute over time, inter-
actions on older Facebook items have a lower contribution
to the estimated friendship of two people. The logarithm
reflects that friendships dilute fast at the first weeks, but at
a lower rate after a long period of time.
In a photo of a group of people, the link between a user

and a friend is less convincing, especially if a lot of people
are tagged in the photo. Therefore, the friend contribution
is divided by the number of people that are tagged in the
photo.

FCa,i,j =
log( 1

timei+1 ) · weighti,j

number of people in the photo

{
i ∈ photos

j ∈ likes ∪ tags
(4)

Finally, the Friend Score FSu,a of the user’s friend a is
calculated as the sum of the friend contributions for all Face-
book items of user u. This friend score is used to select the
best friends of a user from each cluster.

FSu,a =
∑

i∈itemsu,j∈likes∪tags

FCa,i,j (5)

3. RECOMMENDING EVENTS
For each user or each group of best friends as calculated

in Section 2, recommendations can be calculated according



to the preferences of the user and the friends. These recom-
mendations are calculated in four phases.

1 First, all the appropriate events are selected, meaning
only events within a specific geographic region, time
period, and price range.

2 Then, for each user and each individual member of
the group, event recommendations are calculated. For
registered users of the Outlife recommender, of whom
the preferences can be derived from their ratings, the
Duine framework [8] is used. This recommendation
framework consists of a set of algorithms (content-
based as well as collaborative filtering approaches) and
a decision tree to select the most appropriate algo-
rithm for each situation. For unregistered users, e.g.,
the user’s Facebook friends who never used the Out-
life recommender, no ratings are available. For these
users, recommendations are calculated by a content-
based filter based on their likes for events on Facebook
and the categories of these events.

3a In case the recommendations are intended as personal
suggestions for the user, the preferences of the user’s
friends are compared with the recommended events.
For each recommended event, the most appropriate
groups of friends are selected based on their calculated
rating prediction. These groups of friends, who might
also like the event and might be willing to join the user,
can be invited by the user. Suggestions for inviting
these friends are added as supplementary information
to the event recommendations.

3b In case the recommendations are intended for a prede-
fined group of friends, the recommendations of each
individual group member are aggregated into a list of
group recommendations, which (hopefully) satisfies all
group members. For each event, the algorithm’s rat-
ing predictions of each group member are aggregated
using the average without misery strategy [5]. This
strategy calculates the rating prediction for the group
as the average of the individual rating predictions, but
without events that score below a certain threshold for
individuals.

4 The goal of the last phase is to introduce serendip-
ity into the final recommendation list. Therefore, the
recommendations are partitioned into different classes
according to their rating prediction. From the first
class, which contains the events with the highest rat-
ing prediction, N − n events are selected for the final
(group) recommendations. The remaining n recom-
mendations are uniformly selected from the remaining
classes, which might contain less accurate but more
diverse and serendipitous events. Finally, the union
of the selected recommendations, i.e., the resulting N
events, are presented to the users.

4. THE RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
The Outlife recommender is implemented as a client-server

system. The server is responsible for clustering the user’s
friends, selecting the user’s best friends, calculating the rec-
ommendations, and storing the data about the user and
feedback for events. Moreover, the server retrieves data
about the available events from online information providers,
such as the Flemish CultuurNet1. This way, more than

1http://www.cultuurnet.be/

100,000 events a year are available to explore and attend
with friends.
The client is an iPhone application, which is illustrated in

Figure 1 by two screen shots. The main screen contains four
tabs named “My Events”, “Group Events”, “Bookmarks”,
and “My Profile”. As shown in Figure 1(a), the first tab
presents the individual recommendations according to the
user’s personal preferences. For each recommended event,
the user receives suggestions for groups of friends who prob-
ably like to join the user at the event. The event together
with a picture, title, location, category, and date are dis-
played at the top. The recommended events can be browsed
by swiping this area of the touch screen. At the bottom,
a group of friends is represented by means of the profile
pictures of these friends. The colored ribbon on each pro-
file picture, which ranges from red to green, indicates how
much the recommended event matches the preferences of the
friend. The suggested groups can be browsed by swiping this
area of the screen. Below the event information, two pairs
of like/dislike buttons are available: one pair to evaluate
the recommended event, and one pair to evaluate the match
between the recommended event and the group of friends.
The second tab, “Group Events”, shows for each group

of friends a set of events that probably match the group’s
preferences. These recommended events are not only based
on the preferences of the user of the application but also on
the preferences of all friends of the user that are a member
of the group.
The third tab, “Bookmarks”, allows users to consult the

events that he/she has bookmarked in the application. Via
the fourth tab, “My Profile”, users can consult and update
their explicitly specified preferences (initial profile).
In addition, users can also specify some extra settings for

the recommender system, and thereby fine-tune their per-
sonal preferences. Figure 1(b) shows that the user can set
the maximum distance to an event (Radius), the number
of recommended events (Predictions), the number of recom-
mended groups that match an event (Groups), and how far
in the future a recommended event can be (Days).

5. EVALUATION

5.1 Group Selection
To evaluate the clustering of friends into groups and the

selection of the user’s best friends, an online user test was
conducted in which 45 users, recruited from Facebook, had
to evaluate the results of the algorithm using an online ques-
tionnaire. On average, the test users had 316 Facebook
friends, of which the algorithm of Section 2.2 selected the
10 best friends based on their interaction behavior. 64% of
the test users agreed with the calculated list of their best
friends, meaning that the 10 selected friends match their
best friends. More importantly, 71% of the users had actu-
ally attended one or more events together with 7 or more
people of the list and 62% of the users plan to invite 7 or
more people from the list. So the user’s best friends as calcu-
lated by the algorithm are mostly people who have already
joined the user at an event as well as people who will prob-
ably be invited by the user to attend a future event.
In addition, user were asked to evaluate their groups of

friends, which are calculated using the algorithm of Sec-
tion 2.1. The 15 best friends of each of the 10 biggest clusters
were presented to the user. For each friend, test users were



(a) (b)

Figure 1: Screenshots of the mobile application: (a)
an event recommendation with a group of friends to
invite and (b) the possibility to filter the events on
different aspects

asked to specify if the friend actually belongs to the group
to which he/she was assigned by the algorithm. On aver-
age, 84% of the friends were classified in the correct group
according to the test users, indicating that the algorithm is
able to identify the user’s social circles. Furthermore, users
were asked for each group how many of these group mem-
bers they would invite to an event. On average, 54% of the
group members would be invited by the users to an event
of their choice. For some groups, all users would be invited,
while for other groups nobody would be invited. This corre-
sponds to a realistic scenario, since in general not all groups
of friends are part of the user’s social life.

5.2 Event Recommender
An in-depth evaluation of the Outlife recommender was

conducted by means of a user test in which 6 people, re-
cruited by using a convenience panel-sampling method, were
asked to try the application on their iPhone for one week.
After using the application, they were asked to fill in an
online questionnaire with 21 questions that were based on
the user-centric evaluation framework of Pu et al. [7]. The
users confirmed that the recommendations match their per-
sonal preferences and that they notice an accuracy improve-
ment for the recommendations as well as for the groups af-
ter using the feedback buttons. Moreover, the test users
experienced the recommendations as surprising and novel,
indicating that the fourth phase of the algorithm adds the
necessary serendipity to the recommendations while still be-
ing accurate.

Test users generally had a good feeling about the recom-
mender system. They clearly appreciated the recommended
events and groups as well as the possibility to provide feed-
back on the events and groups. On the downside, test users
complained about the fact that events sometimes did not
fit the target audience, e.g., in terms of age. Finally, test
users preferred to see the recommender system integrated
in an existing service, such as Foursquare 2, thereby fully

2http://foursquare.com

exploiting the added value of the recommender system.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The Outlife recommender offers users personalized sug-

gestions for events, as well as suggestions for inviting a
group of friends to attend the recommended event together.
Conversely, the user’s groups of friends can automatically
be composed, and the most suitable events are then rec-
ommended based on the preferences of all group members.
Groups of close friends of the user are composed by clus-
tering the users based on their mutual friends and selecting
the user’s best friends based on interaction behavior. Com-
plementing the top-n recommendations with events that ob-
tained a lower rating prediction enhances the serendipity
and the user satisfaction. Future research can comprise the
labeling of the detected groups of friends, incorporating user
trust in the group recommendations, tackling the cold-start
problem for new users, and a detailed user study over a
longer period of time.
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